
Engagement is the difference that makes the
difference...

What they understand

What they believe in

What they helped to create

People support:

A simple guide to 
Open Strategy

1. Where are we right now? 

2. Where do we want to go? 

3. How do we get there?

The results speak for
themselves

In a survey of more than 200 senior

leaders, when open strategy

techniques were deployed for only

30% of their initiatives, those same

initiatives generated 50% of their

revenues and profits

Business options are

assessed more fully

01
Strategies are

implemented more quickly
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You form strategies

that are more realistic
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The problem with
strategy today

Companies spend over

£30bn per year on strategy

consulting, but between 

When you collaborate with people outside of
the Executive team...

This happens 
because...

There isn't enough new

thinking, game changing

ideas or breakout strategies.

We operate in echo chambers

talking to the same people

We underinvest in the

engagement and motivation

of our people. It's an illusion to

think that if you build it, they

will come

1.

2.

So what's the
solution?

Open Strategy is about crafting

strategy in a new way. 

Rather than limiting strategic

deliberations to Executive teams,

today's leading-edge companies

are involving a wider group of

people including including front-

line employees, customers, and

even competitors

50%

Open Strategy means involving more people inside and outside a company in

strategy making.  It's about crafting strategy in a new unconventional way, one

tailor-made for today's faster more volatile business environments.

Strategy is about answering 3 questions:

So what is Open Strategy?

50-90% of all strategies

devised by leaders fail 

69% 73%

In a survey of more than 200

executives, 69% said openness

increased the number and

diversity of strategic ideas

In the same survey, 73% said

that opening up their

strategy facilitated

implementation substantially

1 E. Mazareanu (2019)

2. Cândido & Santos (2015)

3. Open Strategy: Mastering Disruption from Outside the

C-Suite - Stadler,Hautz, Matzler, Von Den Eichen (2021)
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70% 46% 55%

Leaders who are ready to open up1.

The three most important things to make 
Open Strategy successful

Using Open Strategy

When facing fundamental changes,

threats of disruption, or when you need

more than incremental adjustment

When to use Open Strategy

USE DON'T USE

When fine-tuning a core business

in a stable situation

Use it across all three phases

25% 

How Open Strategy is currently being used

To imagine the future and
generate strategic ideas

To frame a strategic plan
based on those ideas

To help execute
 the plan

3. Finding the right participants

2. Running the process well

"What gets talked about and how it gets talked about determines what
will happen. Or won't happen. And that we succeed or fail, gradually then
suddenly, one conversation at a time.” 

 Susan Scott, Fierce Leadership

4 Based on a survey of 387 managers and executives

Open Strategy: Mastering Disruption from Outside the C-

Suite - Stadler,Hautz, Matzler, Von Den Eichen (2021)
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1. Walk, don't run

Ten steps to success

Open up gradually, start in one place,

try different tools, experiment and learn

what works in your context. Then

transfer the learning to other parts of

your business or strategy process.

Imagine the future/generate ideas

Frame a strategic plan

Execute the plan

Choose a strategic challenge and

decide which part of the strategy

process you want to open up:

2. Set your focus

'Opening up strategy is not about the

transfer of decision rights or democratising

strategy. Leaders in an open strategy

process initiate the project, facilitate the

conversation, really listen, recogise

contributions and take the decisions.' 

3. Don't hand over
decision rights

5 Christian Stadler & Julia Hautz, Lancefeld on the Line

6 McKinsey & Company, September 2021

Decide how you will share sensitive

information.

4. Establish 
privacy protocols

Go beyond the usual suspects - talk to

strangers, front-line workers, experts,

suppliers, customers, entrepreneurs

and even competitors.

Use the 7% guide to catalyse and

guide employee involvement:

Transformations involving at least 7%

of employees are twice as likely to

have positive excess total returns to

shareholders as those that involve a

smaller percentage.

Identify relevant groups / people and

invite their involvement:

5.Recruit 
proactively
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6.Enable
distributed
leadership

Ten steps to success

Create micro opportunities for people to

participate in designing and leading

aspects of the open strategy process.

Actively moderate the process; plan  for

divergence and convergence, coordination

and relationship management.

7. Moderators
matter

Get engaged with ideas and contributions,

ask good questions, actively listen, and

provide symbolic rewards.

8. Actively
Participate

Do you have fears that prevent you from

embracing open strategy? Or do you

understand the mindsets that allow

leaders to thrive with open strategy?

9. How ready are
you to open up?

There is no one-size-fits-all approach.

Customise the process to your own

stakeholder context, organisation

culture and network.

10. Customise

"Seeking out people with different views, different perspectives, different
ideas is often challenging, because it requires us to set aside judgement
and open our minds...to get beyond where we are...we would all be well
served to...stop talking and listen to one another."

 Susan Scott, Fierce Leadership
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Want to make a
start with Open
Strategy?

Prepare your leaders to open up

Choose the right participants

Run the process well

At Triumpha, we can help you:

1.

2.

3.

How well you run an Open Strategy process
will determine your competitive edge.

About Triumpha

A world where people
come first in organisations.

Where outstanding
leadership is the norm.

 

Making a difference one
conversation at a time.

To accelerate change for
every organisation.

Strengthening organisations
by building internal capability.

To promote lasting change
and transformation.

Get in touch

triumpha.com linkedin.com/company/
triumpha/

reception@triumpha.com +44 (0)808 1968 310

"How many employees in your organisation have a
voice in setting strategy?

Not enough.

The most valuable and strategic insights come
from those with no stake in the status-quo - from
young employees, employees with unusual life
experiences, new hires and those far from head
office. 

That's why Open Strategy is a necessity."
 

Gary Hamel 

Our award-winning approaches to open strategy help CEOs to accelerate change,
turn the corner on mission-critical initiatives and finally breakthrough internal gridlock.

We believe in:
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